
The Confidence... The Compliments... The Coverage!

Look glamorous... naturally!



Prime, Prep & Set!
Primer - Perfection

$60 RRP

Light, creamy, smooth... complexion perfection!  

Apply under LaGlam foundation for a flawless, smooth finish.

Concealer - 
Flawless
$30 RRP

For those that need that 

extra touch of spot cover 

up or to lighten under eye 

darkness this one is for you!

Setting Powder - Bridal Veil
$45 RRP

The LaGlam setting powder is like a protective veil set over the top of your 

makeup without altering the colour underneath. 

Setting powder is a silky blend of the lightest minerals with just a touch of 

calcium. Applied after foundation, the powder is exceptionally great for oily 

skin aiding in oil absorption and assists in your makeup  

lasting longer at its best. It will add a smooth,  

matte, finish to your look.

Tip
Always allow your primer 

to dry completely before 

applying your foundation.

Tip
Dab on before your foundation and don’t blend too 
much as your kabuki brush will blend for you when 

applying your foundation.

Tip
Apply for any special occasion 

lasting day into night for 

maximum staying power!



LaGlam 2 in 1 Wet/Dry 
100% Mineral Foundation

$60 RRP

Light-weight with incredible oil control and staying power. 

LaGlam foundation is sweat and water resistant and 

contains a high protection sunscreen of SPF20+. 100% 

mineral with no talc or parabens to irritate. Great for 

sensitive skin and those prone to breakouts or rosacea 

as the ingredients promote calming of the skin! Your skin 

will thank you for this! So easy to apply and achieve a 

naturally radiant looking complexion. It can be applied 

dry for a lighter coverage with just a few circular motions 

of LaGlam kabuki brush building up layers (usually two is 

sufficient) to your desired coverage, can also be applied 

wet for a more professional coverage. So easy to apply 

and achieve a naturally radiant looking complexion, this 

award winning foundation is our best seller!

LaGlam Kabuki Brush
$45 RRP

The LaGlam kabuki brush 

is likely the softest kabuki 

brush you will ever use.  

This brush compliments 

your LaGlam mineral 

powder foundation and 

is the right density for a 

perfect application with 

even consistency. Brushes 

should be cleaned regularly 

with shampoo and warm 

water. Be careful to only wet 

the hair and not get water 

inside the brush handle.

SPF 20+
LaGlam mineral foundation powders are not only made 

to suit the diverse range of Australian skin tones, but 

also the Australian climate offering a high protection 

sunscreen of SPF20+ rating.

Tip
To apply dry, tip a tiny amount into the lid then swivel 

it around with your LaGlam Kabuki brush to break it 

down before applying to your skin. Tap off any excess 

back into the lid then apply in a circular motion ending 

in a downwards stroke.

To apply wet, put a drop of water in the lid so the lid is 

just damp. Apply quickly to face in downward strokes 

and finish it off with 1-2 coats of dry application.

Model wears LaGlam 2in1 wet/dry  

100% mineral foundation, La Bronze,  

La Lumiere and Porcelain Rose on 

cheeks, Thai Temptress eye shadow, 

Sultry Nights Colossal Pencil, 

Blackwater Mascara and  

Glamazon Salon Signature lipstick.



BONDI 01 
Fair

MALIBU 02 

Fair-Medium

WAIKIKI 04 

Medium Yellow Tone

MIAMI 03 

Medium/Light Olive

BORA BORA 05 
Olive

LaGlam LumiGlow
$60 RRP

For a long lasting luminous glow made of 100% minerals and containing natural sunscreens! This foundation offers 

a smooth finish and youthfulness to the skin. Use the sponge (wet or dry) cleverly hidden in the base of the compact 

or buff your cream foundation seamlessly into your skin for a gorgeous finish with LaGlam’s Kaboochi brush (pictured 
below) to give you an airbrushed finish every time!

Foto-Finish Pressed Powder Foundation
$60 RRP

LaGlam Kaboochi Brush
$45 RRP

Buff your LumiGlow cream foundation seamlessly into your skin for a gorgeous 

finish with LaGlam’s Kaboochi brush! This vegan brush is all natural and has 
the perfect bristle density to give you an airbrushed finish every time! Brushes 
should be cleaned regularly with shampoo and warm water. Be careful to only 

wet the hair and not get water inside the brush handle.

Tip
LumiGlow foundation is so versatile, 

wet your sponge and use sparingly 

as a BB cream or team with Foto-

Finish Pressed Powder Foundation 

-the perfect duo for perfecting the 

ultimate base!

Foto-Finish is a great stand alone 

foundation but can also be used over 

LumiGlow cream foundation -the perfect 

pairing! LaGlam Foto-Finish smoothes 

your skin while maintaining a radiant 

matte finish-suitable for all skin types. 

Minimise pores with great coverage, apply 

with LaGlam’s kabuki brush, probably the 
softest kabuki brush you will ever use with 

the perfect density for flawless application.

Model wears LumiGlow and Foto-Finish 

foundations in shade Waikiki 04. Brunette 

Spice brow beauty and Flirt lipstick along with 

Chandelier highlighter and Doll Face blush.



Blonde Sugar

Brunette Spice

Illuminate/Bronzer
$45 RRP

“La Bronze” is a gorgeously toned bronzer offering the perfect 

sun kissed glow! “La Lumiere” is a luxurious illuminate to polish 

off your makeup and illuminate from every angle! Two “must-

have” products for every makeup lover! Suitable for all skin 

types. Apply lightly and gradually build up to reach your desired 

effect. There’s even a brush in the under compartment for easy 
application and use on the go!

La Lumiere La Bronze

Brow Beauty
$35 RRP

Sugar and Spice are both so nice!

LaGlam Minerals has you covered with perfect eyebrows 

just a LaGlam compact away! Let bad and bald eyebrows 

be a thing of the past, whether looking to sharpen and 

define your brow or wanting to fill in any bald spots, LaGlam 

Minerals brow beauty is your product! Containing all you 

need in one small compact, LaGlam Minerals brow beauty 

is made from 100% mineral ingredients and has 100% 

staying power! Define, shape, and enhance your features 

with amazing sculpted eyebrows! 

Tip
Apply La Bronze to cheek bones and even eyes too for 

a quick transformation into a bronzed babe or use with 

blush to contour the cheekbones by applying La Bronze 

to the lower part of the cheekbone, LaGlam blush on the 

cheekbone and a touch of La Lumiere illuminate just above! 

Now add some La Lumiere under the end of the brow too 

and anywhere you want illuminated-simply stunning!

Model wears 2in1 wet/dry mineral powder foundation in 

shade Waikiki 04. La Bronze on cheeks and eyes along 

with La Lumiere illuminate. Blonde Sugar brow beauty 

and Scarlet lipstick from the Salon Signature range.



Chandelier Cream 
Highl ighter
$30 RRP

LaGlam Minerals Chandelier offers the perfect 

amount of glow in all the right places! With a 

smooth cream formula that offers even coverage 

every time, now everyone can get their highlighted 

game on point!

Femme Fatale  
Fibre Lash  
Mascara
$40 RRP

Amplify the volume with LaGlam’s Femme Fatale 
Fibre Lash Mascara! Achieve long lashes pumped 

full of volume by simply combing the mascara 

wand through the lashes and the fibres will 

attached as you coat! Be sure to add a few coats 

to really lock those amazing lashes in. In addition 

to this it’s water resistant! Now you can have the 
false lash look with out all the fuss! This product 

is NOT 100% mineral due to its water resisitant 

ingredients but is 100% fabulous!

Tip
Never apply over wrinkles as it will highlight, 

instead apply a blended touch to the apples of 

cheeks on more mature skin for a youthful glow!

Model wears 2in1 wet/dry 

mineral powder foundation 

in shade Waikiki 04. Fibre 

lash mascara and Chandelier 

highlighter along with Vanity Fare 

from the Salon Signature range.



Start Me Up! Normal-Oily Skin
The essential starter pack for a naturally radiant  
complexion!

• LaGlam Perfection primer to smooth and prep the perfect base. 

• LaGlam 2in1 wet/dry foundation for coverage that lasts and is 

sweat/water resistant. 

• LaGlam Kabuki brush, the right density for perfect foundation 

application. 

• LaGlam super shine lip gloss specially picked to suit your 

foundation skin colouring.

$149 RRP ($205 value)

Start Me Up! Normal-Dry Skin
The essential starter pack for a naturally radiant 
complexion!

• LaGlam LumiGlow cream foundation for a luminous glow. 

• LaGlam Kaboochi brush, perfect bristle density for an 

airbrushed finish. 
• LaGlam Foto-Finish pressed powder foundation, use on 

its own or over LumiGlow. 

• LaGlam Kabuki brush, the right density for perfect 

foundation application.

$149 RRP ($205 value)

LaGlaMaMa!
The 5 min makeover for the busy woman!

• LaGlam 2in1 wet/dry foundation for coverage that lasts 

and is sweat/water resistant. 

• LaGlam blush in “sweet cheeks” to use on cheeks and 

eyes for an all over fresh faced glow. 

• LaGlam “Femme Fatale” Fibre Lash mascara for long 

waterproof lashes. 

• LaGlam super shine lip gloss specially picked to suit 

your foundation skin colouring.

$130 RRP ($190 value)

Base-Ic Instinct
Achieve base perfection whilst contouring and 
highlighting like a professional!

• LaGlam LumiGlow cream foundation for a  

luminous glow. 

• LaGlam 2in1 wet/dry foundation for coverage that  

lasts and is sweat/water resistant. 

• La Bronze -Bronzer with brush. 

• La Lumiere – Illuminate with brush.

$159 RRP ($220 value)

Limited Edit ion Value Packs!
Pick a  

pack then 

choose your 

foundation 

shade!



Lip Gloss Cocktail  
Collection
$30 RRP

Super shine lip gloss with gorgeous colour 

- simply amazing lips! Go straight from the 

beach to cocktail happy hour with this range! 

Available in 7 shades  -  All colours are 

representative only, and subject to variation.

Love Collection
$30 RRP

The ultimate colour collection you’ll 
fall in love with! Offers a super boost 

of moisture to the lips whilst still 

remaining 100% natural!  

Available in 7 shades –  

All colours are  

representative  

only, and subject  

to variation.

Salon Signature
$30 RRP

LaGlam Minerals Salon Signature collection is a limited edition 

that’s inspired from what’s hot in the beauty industry and current 
trends from all continents!

See your nearest stockist for shades hot off the lips of red carpet 

celebrities NOW! Model pictured in shade “Angelic”.

Infatuation

Poison 

Ivy

Sex On  

The Beach

Martini Cosmopolitan Flirtini Tequila  

Sunrise

Orgasm

First Date MistressMarry Me Seduction Stolen 

Glance

Love@ 

First Sight



Colossal Pencil
$30 RRP

Line the lips to give more definition when wearing lipstick to create the perfect pout, or use on entire lip for a naturally 
gorgeous lip stain! Available in Perfect Pout.

Gold Collection
$35 RRP

Introducing the LaGlam Gold Collection… LaGlam’s premium lipstick collection! 
Encased in beautiful gold packaging! Make a statement that lasts! 

These beauties are 90% mineral and 100% eye catching!

Lip Primer
$24 RRP

A good quality lip primer is essential, especially during the cooler months. 

LaGlam’s NEW Luscious Lips Primer will not only moisturize your lips, leaving 
them hydrated, soft and smooth but also helps prepare the lips as a base 

primer for your chosen lipstick! You can even wear it on it’s own as a lip balm 
as its tinted with a gorgeous hue of pink! Keep it in your handbag for a mid day 

touch up to boost your lip shade!

Flirt Foxy Siren Vixen

Tip
Prime your lips with LaGlam Luscious Lips Primer as a first step in your 

makeup routine so your lips are ready for your lipstick to be applied on top at 

the end of your makeover! Your lips will love you for it!

Model wears LumiGlow and 

Foto-Finish foundations in 

shade Waikiki 04. Brunette 

Spice brow beauty and Flirt 

lipstick along with Chandelier 

highlighter and Doll Face blush.



Tickled Pink

Eye Shadow
$28 RRP

Be a natural bridal beauty or a smokin’ hot 
runway model in these shadows with intense 

pigment! These shadows are so versatile 

that you can use them anywhere, as an eye 

shadow, blush, or body shimmer! They also last 

a long time as a little goes a long way. Tap on 

for a shimmer or blend for a matte look!

Blush
$45 RRP

For that beautiful flush of colour, the red 
carpet celebrity glow, soft and pretty or 

maybe a bit cheeky? You can’t go past 
these 4 stunning blush colours - an 

asset for any LaGlam girl! Apply lightly 

and gradually build up to reach your 

desired effect.

Doll Face

Sweet Cheeks

Porcelain Rose

Tip
When using a dark colour (smokey) eye 

shadow it’s recommended to put some 
loose setting powder underneath the eye to 

catch the darker excess powder that may 

fall in application so it can easily be swept 

off the skin without leaving dark marks 

under the eye and ruining your base.

Tip
Remember a little goes a long 

way! Tap your brush first to rid any 

excess then start from the top of 

your cheekbone near the top of your 

ear and work your way down across 

to the apples of your cheek!



Highlighter Glitterbug
$30 RRP

This adds that extra touch of GLAM to your look! Use to 

highlight everywhere you want light to be attracted; the cupids 

bow (lip), the arch of your brow, the cheek bone etc. This is a 

must have for that extra GLAM factor!

Colossal Pencil
$30 RRP

Create the ultimate smokey eye! Unbelievable staying power 

and a soft creamy finish that makes it so easy to apply and 
enhance the eyes or brows. Use as an eyeliner, cream eye 

shadow or brow pencil. Made of 100% minerals.

Available in Siren Smudge (Black) and Sultry Nights (Brown).

Mascara - Blackwater
$35 RRP

We believe you’ll love the intense colour of 
Blackwater mascara! So smooth, never clumpy! This 

product is NOT 100% mineral due to its waterproof 

ingredients but is 100% fabulous!

Tip
Add two coats of mascara then once you finish your 

makeup come back for another coat for that extra GLAM! 

Start at the base of the lashes working the brush left to 

right then up the lash. Always coat the bottom lashes first 

before the top so you dont then look up and get mascara 

on your top lids!

Model wears 2in1 wet/dry mineral 

powder foundation in shade Waikiki 04. 

Porcelain Rose blush and Chandelier 

highlighter along with Vanity Fare from 

the Salon Signature range. Blonde 

Sugar brow beauty.



LaGlam Minerals Pro 
Brush Set
$120 RRP

Expert quality 12 piece quality brush set made with a 

combination of goat, pony and synthetic hairs. Encased in a 

beautifully sleek, easy travel case that opens up so brushes 

stand making them easier to access no matter where you 

are applying! Brushes should be cleaned regularly with 

shampoo and warm water. Be careful to only wet the hair 

and not get water inside the brush handle.

Phone 1800 LAGLAM (1800 524 526) 

Web www.laglamcosmetics.com 

Email info@laglamcosmetics.com 

Made in Australia

While all care is taken to ensure accuracy, no responsibility is taken for incorrect 

information. Prices are listed in AUD and are subject to change. All colours and 

products illustrated are representative only and subject to variation.


